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Abstract
This work presents a detailed study into the rheological properties and fracture healing behaviour of
two poly(urea-urethane) polymers containing (i) hydrogen bonds and (ii) hydrogen bonds and
disulphide linkages. The experimental procedure here presented using the temperature and time
superposition allowed for the identification of the contribution of each reversible bond type to the
network behaviour (rheology) and healing (fracture). During the experimental data analysis it was
found that the same shift factors required to construct the rheological master curves from separate
isothermal small-amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) measurements at different temperatures could
also be applied to obtain a master curve for the fracture healing data as a function of healing time
and temperature. This work shows therefore the apparent direct relationship between rheological
response and macroscopic fracture healing.
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1. Introduction
In recent times several strategies have been investigated by polymer chemists to design and
synthesize new polymeric materials with a so-called intrinsic healing functionality [1-6]. Intrinsic selfhealing polymers have the natural ability to make surface scratches disappear and to restore
mechanical integrity across a crack when exposed to an appropriate thermal stimulus. The
mechanism behind the self-healing is the re-formation of broken (reversible) chemical and/or
physical bonds. While spectroscopic and rheological techniques are useful tools to investigate the
dynamic and reversible behaviour of healable polymers at the molecular level [7-10], robust
techniques capable of quantifying the relevant interfacial healing processes at soft polymer
interfaces are less well established [11]. To date, most researchers have used the recovery of tensile
strength of broken samples as a measure of interfacial healing. However this testing method fails to
capture the relevant chemical processes at the healing interfaces as well as the effective restoration
of mechanical integrity. Recently, we presented a fracture mechanics testing procedure based on the
application of the J-integral to determine the real state of interfacial healing for a supramolecular
elastomer with a higher degree of accuracy than tensile testing [12]. The J-integral method, originally
developed to determine the strain energy release rate for crack growth in elasto-plastic materials
[13, 14], is nowadays employed to experimentally evaluate the fracture energy of soft materials such
as elastomers [15-17], making it also a most appropriate technique for quantification of mechanical
properties restoration. In the fracture mechanical method, the structural discontinuity at the
interface in its various stages of healing is properly taken into account when measuring the
restoration of mechanical integrity as a function of healing time and temperature. The method also
allows detecting the transition at the healing crack from a weak interface into a strong
interface/interphase. It is then clear that healing in the so far studied intrinsic healing polymers
involves both segmental and full molecular motion as well as local re-formation of reversible bonds
with different bond energies.
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The time and temperature dependence of molecular motions in supramolecular materials,
elastomers and polymers is conventionally measured using small-amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS)
rheology and stress relaxation experiments. A full picture of the main relaxation processes exhibited
by a polymer over a broad time or frequency domain can be obtained by the application of the timetemperature superposition (TTS) principle, in which the results at different temperatures and time
scales are used to form a so-called master curve [18]. In the present work we use the TTS principle on
both rheological and fracture mechanical data to demonstrate the correlation between these two
tests thereby reinforcing the link between network behaviour and macroscopic healing. The
measurements were performed on a poly(urea-urethane) network polymer containing only hydrogen
bonds or both hydrogen and dynamic disulphide linkages [19].

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Several experimental analyses, involving amongst others rheology and fracture mechanics testing,
were carried out to evaluate the healing capability of elastomers incorporating reversible bonds. The
healable material, synthesized based on a procedure as reported in literature [19], consisted of an
isocyanate-terminated pre-polymer organized in a network connected by aromatic disulphides
linkages and containing urea related H-bonds (here on PUU-SS). A permanently cross-linked polymer
network not containing a reversible disulphide linker but keeping the urea H-bonds was also
prepared (PUU-CC) to serve as the reference material. FT-IR and Raman spectroscopy were employed
to follow the various steps in the polymer synthesis (Supporting Information, Figure S1 and Figure
S2). A sketch of the structure of the two polymers is presented in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Starting from the same three-arm molecules (pre-polymer), polymer networks with a permeant (PUU-CC) or a
dynamic (PUU-SS) linker were synthetized (a). Sketch of the final structure of the two polymers are shown in the lower
panel (b).

2.2. Testing procedures
Swelling experiments were performed to determine cross-linking density in both polymers. Small
samples were cut from the sheets synthesized and swollen for 48 h in tetrahydrofuran (THF). Mass
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swelling ratios were obtained by comparing the weight of the different samples before and after the
swelling experiments.
Thermal properties of the PUU-SS and PUU-CC material were investigated by means of Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) over the temperature range from 100 to 100 °C and from 25 to 400 °C, respectively; in both experiments a heating rate of 20 °C/min
was employed.
Dynamic and steady-state rheological measurements were performed on a Thermo Scientific (model
Haake™ Mars III) rheometer equipped with a temperature controlled test chamber. A 20 mm parallel
plate geometry was employed for all the measurements. For the dynamic rheological tests,
temperature sweep experiments at a frequency of 1 Hz were performed in the linear viscoelastic
regime (0.5% strain). A heating rate of 5 °C/min from -30 to 180 °C was employed. Frequency sweep
experiments (0.01-10 Hz) were also carried out in the small amplitude range (0.5% strain) at various
temperatures. In order to construct rheological master curves, 20 °C temperature increments were
adopted in the domain 20 to 180 °C. Steady-state relaxation experiments at a constant temperature
of 120 °C were performed by applying a deformation step of 0.5% strain and recording the shear
stress evolution for at least 104 s.
Single Edge Notch Tensile (SENT) fracture experiments were performed using a Zwick mechanical
testing machine (model 1455) fitted with a 2 kN load cell. Rectangular samples (70x20 mm) were cut
with a die from the moulded 2 mm flat polymeric sheets. A cut with a length of 10 mm was made
into the centre of the longest side of each specimen using a sharp razor and the notch tip was
immediately sprinkled with talcum powder in order to avoid contact between the freshly cut
surfaces. Pre-notched samples were then clamped in the tensile machine with a gauge length of
40 mm and stretched until failure. Subsequently, fractured samples were accurately positioned in
PTFE moulds and healed according to a previous published procedure [12]. The effects of both
healing time and healing temperature on the recovery of fracture properties were investigated.
Different samples were healed at various constant temperature for 1, 3, 6 or 24 h; the healing
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temperature ranged from room temperature (RT≈20 °C) to 120 °C. In the case of healing above RT,
heated samples were exposed to and equilibrated at RT for 30 min before being re-tested following
the same SENT fracture protocol. Samples healed at RT were retested right after the healing
treatment. A constant cross-head separation velocity of 1 mm s-1 (initial strain rate 𝜀̇ = 2.5·10-2 s-1)
was employed in each experiment and force and displacement data were collected. All the fracture
tests were performed at room temperature. The typical duration of a fracture mechanics test was
less than 40 s. At least three samples were used for each testing conditions. Video images were
recorded during each experiment in order to detect crack initiation and to follow crack evolution as
shown in Figure 2. In the video footage the different fracture behaviour at the healed crack can be
observed highlighting the interface-interphase transition in the PUU-SS sample.

Figure 2: Representative video frames recorded during fracture experiments for virgin and healed (1 hour at RT and 1 hour
at 120 °C) on the PUU-SS system. Testing times marked with asterisk (*) indicate the crack initiation.
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3. Results
3.1. Fracture and healing measurements
Figure 3 shows representative Load-Displacement curves for virgin and (1 hour) healed PUU-SS and
PUU-CC samples. The PUU-SS material shows a clear temperature dependent recovery of the
mechanical response with an increasing degree of healing with increasing healing temperature. The
initial modulus value is quickly restored, but the load displacement curves consistently fall below the
curve for the virgin material at higher strain levels. In contrast the PUU-CC system presents a limited
recovery of the initial properties even after healing for 1 hour at the highest temperature (120 °C).
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Figure 3: Load-Displacement curves for virgin and (1 hour) healed PUU-SS (a) and PUU-CC (b). Crack initiation points for
different samples are highlighted; for PUU-CC healed samples crack initiation points were omitted for clarity.

From these Load-Displacement curves, fracture properties can be determined using the J-integral
analysis method [12, 16]. Critical fracture energy values, 𝐽𝑐 , for each sample were calculated
according to the following equation:

𝐽𝑐 [kJ/m2] =

𝜂𝑈𝑐
|
𝑏(𝑤 − 𝑎) 𝑢𝑐

(1)
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where 𝑈𝑐 is the energy calculated as the area under the Load-Displacement curves at the
displacement 𝑢𝑐 where crack propagation occurs as selected from the video recordings and J-integral
approach, 𝜂 is the proportionality factor related to sample geometry (a value of 0.9 was selected
according to literature [16]); 𝑏, 𝑤 and 𝑎 are the sample thickness, sample width and pre-crack length,
respectively.
It is worth noting that virgin PUU-SS showed a greater 𝐽𝑐 value than virgin PUU-CC (see Supporting
Information, Table S5) indicating that during fracture testing more energy is dissipated for the
sulphur containing polymer. This may be related to the different kind of linkage (dynamic covalent
versus permanent covalent for PUU-SS and PUU-CC, respectively) forming the two polymer networks
[20]. The dynamic nature of the polysulphide bonds may thus introduce an additional dissipative
process not available in the same polymer only containing one kind of reversible bonds (PUU-CC)
[21].
At healing temperatures above 70 °C the fracture toughness values of the PUU-SS material clearly
increased with healing time and temperature (Table S5). No such increase with contact time was
observed for RT and 50 °C healing cycles. In case of the PUU-CC material the healed samples
exhibited nearly equal low fracture energies regardless of the healing time and healing temperature.
The calculated 𝐽𝑐 values were then used to obtain a more quantitative analysis of the healing
capability defining healing efficiency as the quotient of the fracture energy after healing (𝐽𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 ) and
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒

the fracture energy of the pristine material (𝐽𝑐

𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 [%] =

𝐽𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒

𝐽𝑐

∙ 100

):

(2)

The healing efficiency values for PUU-SS and PUU-CC are plotted in Figure 4.a and 4.b, respectively.
As expected, for the disulphide containing system a high temperature and a longer healing time
significantly increased the healing efficiency resulting in a maximum fracture energy recovery of
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about 55% after a 6 h healing treatment at 120 °C. The reference polymer, PUU-CC, shows on the
other hand a maximum healing efficiency of only 10% after the same high temperature healing
treatment. At RT and 50 °C, the same low healing efficiency for both PUU-CC and PUU-SS systems is
calculated.
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Figure 4: Healing efficiency from fracture experiments for PUU-SS (a) and PUU-CC (b) samples healed for different time and
at different temperature.

3.2. Rheological measuraments
In figure 5 the results of the rheological measurements as a function of temperature are shown for
both polymer systems. Both the shear storage moduli (𝐺′) and shear loss moduli (𝐺′′) present a
similar temperature dependence under these testing conditions with a predominance of the elastic
component (𝐺 ′ > 𝐺′′) over the entire temperature range. In the low temperature regime (< 0 °C), 𝐺′
and 𝐺′′ values are comparable for both polymers. Small variations in the mechanical response can be
attributed to slightly different glass transition temperatures (Figure S3, DSC measurements). At high
temperatures (> 100 °C), both polymers seem to reach a rubbery plateau in the 0.1-0.2 MPa 𝐺′ range
although a lower plateau is observed for PUU-SS, probably indicating a lower cross-linking density.
This result was confirmed by the room-temperature swelling experiments in THF yielding mass
swelling ratios of 7.0 and 5.6 for PUU-SS and PUU-CC, respectively. In the intermediate temperature
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range (0-100 °C), the broad tan(δ) peak exhibited by both polymers indicates the occurrence of a
specific relaxation process. Some clear differences in the position and extension of this peak are
detectable, with the PUU-CC material showing the damping peak at lower temperature. A possible
explanation of the origin of such differences can be related to the mobility of the three-arm
molecules during the polymer production step. While in PUU-CC the connect molecules are “locked”
after curing, in PUU-SS, the three-arm molecules still have sufficient mobility due to temperature
triggered disulphide reshuffling under (high temperature) processing conditions [22]. This latter
mechanism can potentially allow a reorganization of the network structure thus affecting the final
mechanical response of the sulphur containing polymer [23]. However, extensive studies on the
gelation kinetics of the two polymers are required to resolve this issue and fall out of the scope of
the current work.
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Figure 5: Temperature sweeps for PUU-SS and PUU-CC.

The results of the stress-relaxation tests at a constant temperature of 120 °C (which is well below the
degradation temperature, Figure S4) are presented in Figure 6. The two materials exhibit a clearly
different relaxation response. As expected, the permanently bonded polymer (PUU-CC) showed an
almost steady shear modulus (𝐺) over a wide relaxation time range; only at longer times a relaxation
is detectable, which can be due to the cleavage of urethane/urea groups [24, 25]. Since its time scale
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is much longer than those time scales studied in this work the potential effect of its reversibility
nature on the network reorganization during healing is here neglected. On the other hand, PUU-SS
exhibited a prominent decrease in the shear modulus after about 103 s indicating that, under these
experimental conditions, this polymer behaves more like a viscoelastic liquid than a viscoelastic solid.
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Figure 6: Relaxation tests at 120 °C (b) for PUU-SS and PUU-CC.

Frequency sweep measurements at different temperatures (Figure 7) confirm the hypotheses based
on the previous experimental data. At low temperature (20 °C), the two polymers show a similar
mechanical response following shear oscillation in the liner viscoelastic regime; the storage modulus
dominates in all the frequency range and the systems exhibit elastic behaviour. A divergence appears
with increasing temperature where the loss modulus becomes more significant for PUU-SS (Figure
7.a). The predominance of the viscous response (𝐺 ′ ′> 𝐺′) becomes clear for the disulphide based
system at 180 °C. This high temperature relaxation process can be related to the breaking/reforming
rate of reversible bonds embedded in the polymer [23, 26-28]. The inverse frequency of 𝐺 ′ - 𝐺 ′ ′
intersection is usually associated to the characteristic relaxation time of the transient polymeric
network [29].
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Figure 7: Frequency sweeps at different temperature for PUU-SS (a) and PUU-CC (b).

4. Discussion
4.1. Fracture strength of the healed interface
The recovery of fracture strength of the PUU-CC and the PUU-SS material showed both similarities
and differences. At low temperatures (RT and 50 °C) both polymers show a marginal recovery of the
fracture strength, which was obtained within the first hour of healing and did not increase when the
healing time was increased to 24 hours. For the PUU-CC material the same level of marginal recovery
was obtained when the healing temperature was raised up to 120 °C. In contrast, the PUU-SS
material showed a marked increase in healing efficiency with time and temperature for 70 °C and
beyond. Given the chemical compositions of the two polymers it is most likely that the healing
efficiency of the PUU-CC material is due primarily to the H-bonds between the urea groups [19]
which are the reversible moieties with the strongest bond energy present in this polymer. The Hbond re-formation is fast and the spatial distribution of these bonds along the polymer backbone is
rather high. Hence the recovering in fracture toughness reaches its maximum level rather quickly and
shows no real time dependence. By analogy it is likely that the low temperature (RT and 50 °C)
healing in the PUU-SS material is also due to the reversible H-bonds. In contrast, the clear and
marked increase in fracture toughness in the PUU-SS material must then be due to the dynamics of
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the disulphide bonds [10, 23, 27, 30-32]. Given the lower density of disulphide bonds and their
intrinsic slower kinetics a stronger time dependence of the healing efficiency is to be expected in the
explored healing time frame.

4.2. Time-Temperature dependence of rheological and healing properties
In linear viscoelastic rheology, the time-temperature superposition principle allows estimating the
dynamics of polymeric systems over very broad timescales. Its rigorous application implies that the
microstructure of the material is independent on temperature, that relaxation processes show the
same temperature-dependence and that there are no chemical changes due to temperature [18].
These conditions are not always valid for thermo-rheological complex materials such as polymers
with transient networks based on non-covalent or dynamic covalent bonds [33, 34]. However, TTS
can still be a useful tool to investigate the time-dependent relaxation processes for these nonconventional polymers [35-39].
Figure 8 depicts master curves of 𝐺′ and 𝐺′′ (reference temperature of 20 °C) for PUU-SS after
application of an appropriate time-temperature superposition procedure. Details on the construction
of rheological master curves are presented in the Supporting Information (Figure S6). The material
response can be divided into two regimes in relation to the terminal relaxation (𝜏𝑑 ): (i) a narrow
regime for 𝑡 > 𝜏𝑑 (𝜏𝑑 = 1/𝜔𝑑 , where 𝜔𝑑 is the 𝐺 ′ - 𝐺 ′ ′ crossover frequency) associated with the
terminal relaxation and (ii) an intermediate-time regime 𝑡 < 𝜏𝑑 , where a broad relaxation process
covering several time/frequency decades is present. A third relaxation process in the short-time
regime (high frequencies), related to the polymer glass transition, can be assumed; however this
transition, albeit necessary for the network mobility, has a limited effect on the long term relaxations
[26].
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Figure 8: 𝐺′ and 𝐺′′ master curves for PUU-SS at the reference temperature of 20 °C.

The two separated healing steps observed in healing measurements for PUU-SS can be potentially
related to the relevant relaxations located by the TTS analysis at the intermediate and low
frequencies ranges. The first healing stage, detected at lower healing temperatures, yielded to a
limited recovery of fracture properties due to the re-formation of weak intermolecular reversible Hbonds. This process can be linked to the broad relaxation at intermediate frequency ranges
determined by rheological measurements. In the second healing stage, the enhanced interfacial
properties recovery after high temperature healing treatments can be associated to the
rearrangement of the reversible intramolecular dynamic covalent bonds (disulphide bonds) at the
healed interface. This healing process is consistent with the second slower relaxation characterised
by a significant decay of the elastic properties and a fluid-like behaviour (high mobility) of the PUU-SS
polymer network. This slower relaxation was not observed for PUU-CC (Figure S7).
To further investigate the connection between viscoelastic and healing properties, the timetemperature dependence of the recovery of fracture energy was also studied following the TTS
principle. Interestingly, using the well-established procedure for shifting rheological data to form a
single master curve, it was possible to build a single fracture toughness healing master curve by
shifting along the x-axis the healing efficiency values (Figure 9). Also in this case two regions can be
distinguished: for short times a nearly constant low healing efficiency can be observed, followed by
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an increase in the healing efficiency for long healing times. In order to analytically describe this
healing behaviour some considerations and simplifications can be adopted. As in other disulphide
containing polymers [10, 23, 27, 31, 32], the temperature dependent disulphide bond reshuffling can
be assumed as the most significant process influencing interfacial recovery as it allows for long term
chain movements (terminal relaxation). Additionally, time does not lead to an improvement of the
interfacial restoration only due to H-bonding as seen for the PUU-CC sample. The effect of such
bonds can thus be considered time independent and with a minor impact on mechanical restoration.
Based on these considerations, a simple two-step healing model based on a short term healing
component and on a single relevant time-dependent healing process [40] can be selected and
adapted to describe the healing efficiency evolution of the PUU-SS system over a broad time range:

𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 [%] = 𝐻𝐸0 + 𝐻𝐸𝑎 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏ℎ )

(3)

where 𝐻𝐸0 is the healing efficiency for the short healing time mainly influenced by the H-bonds, 𝐻𝐸𝑎
is the contribution to healing of the dominant healing process (disulphide bond exchange for PUUSS), 𝜏ℎ the characteristic time constant of the main healing process and 𝑡 the healing time. As can be
observed in Figure 9, the simple selected equation fits the experimental data with a good accuracy
providing indirect support to the aforementioned assumptions.
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and 𝜏ℎ = 5·10 s)

Interestingly, when plotting the shift factors (𝑎𝑡 ) derived from the SAOS and fracture healing
experiments against the inverse temperature, the data show a remarkably good overlap as shown in
Figure 10. While to the best of our knowledge this is the first time that the similarity between shifting
rheological data and fracture toughness healing data is demonstrated for a synthetic polymer,
recently a similar analysis of the time-temperature dependence of healing efficiency (measured as
the recovery of tensile properties) was presented for the generation of the healing master curve of a
biological system with a healing mechanism governed by protein-metal bond exchange [41] further
highlighting the relationship between synthetic and natural healing systems.
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Based on these findings, it is possible to correlate the effect of the different relaxation processes on
the healing performances of PUU-SS. The healing process at short times (related to the broad
relaxation determined by rheological measurements) has a limited impact on the fracture resistance
of the healed crack. These results indicate that the dynamics of the studied healable polymer (PUUSS) are mainly dominated by the reshuffling of disulphide bonds (at elevated temperatures) and that
the reversible physical bonds (H-bonds) play a secondary role in the healing process. While H-bonds
contribute only to the initial sticking or interfacial adhesion, the disulphide linkages and chain
interdiffusion contribute to the time-dependent formation of a new interphase at the damaged
plane showing high level of mechanical properties restoration and similarity to the original polymer
behaviour.
Finally, when looking in detail to the values of the relevant time constants it seems that the
characteristic time scale for the healing (𝜏ℎ = 5·107 s) is slightly longer than that for the rheological
relaxation (𝜏𝑑 = 5.3·106 s). This difference, also observed in other healable systems [40, 42, 43], may
be related to the difference in the imposed strains during testing. While in SAOS measurements the
polymer network is only weakly deformed, the fracture experiments involve large strain deformation
and the generation of fracture surface. Hence, the recovery of reversible bonds across the highly
deformed fracture interface may take longer than in a weakly deformed network of higher structural
perfection as occurs in the rheology tests [44]. Furthermore, a delay in the healing process due to
wetting of the fracture surface may also take place [45]. Notwithstanding the modest difference in
absolute time scale constant values, the correspondence of the shift factors in Figure 10 is taken as
clear evidence that the same mechanisms determine both the fracture healing and the rheological
relaxation phenomena.
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Conclusions
The evaluation of the recovered mechanical properties after damage in healable polymers is a crucial
aspect for the implementation of such materials in engineering applications. In this research an
advanced experimental procedure based on fracture and rheological measurements was developed
in order to gain a deeper understanding of the role of different reversible groups on the macroscopic
healing of polymers.
The proposed experimental approach was applied to a self-healing polymer containing reversible
chemical disulphide and physical hydrogen bonds and its “not healable” version containing only the
reversible physical bonds. The obtained fracture/healing and rheological time-temperature data
were analysed according to TTS principle allowing to investigate the healing and viscoelastic
responses of the healable material over a broad time/frequency range. A critical insight into the
dynamics and the healing potential of the studied system was achieved. In particular, the role on the
interfacial strength recovery of each reversible moiety and associated relaxation process was
identified and clarified. The temperature-activated healing mechanism allowed for the re-formation
of strong covalent bonds at the healing zone leading to the formation of an interphase with similar
mechanical behaviour as the pristine material but lower mechanical strength even after longer
healing times. This peculiar behaviour was not observed for the reference material, where reversible
weak bonds present in the material only provide a limited recovery of the original fracture
properties. Furthermore it was found that the dependence of healing efficiency on healing
temperature and time was in agreement with the one exhibited by the polymer in SAOS
measurements highlighting the existing relation between macroscopic healing and viscoelastic
properties. The results also further confirm the previous results reported by the authors with other
intrinsic healing polymers indicating that a true 100% restoration of the mechanical properties at the
crack plane is not possible with current approaches despite significantly high levels of healing can be
achieved.
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